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The Ilocano language is one of the major languages of the Philippines, spoken by more than 8 million people. Today it is written in the Roman alphabet, which was introduced by the Spanish, but before that Ilocano was written in the Baybayin script. Baybayin (which literally means “spelling”) was used to write many Philippine languages and was in use from the 14th to the 19th centuries.

C1 (practical). Below are twelve Ilocano words written in Baybayin. Match them to their English translations, listed in scrambled order below.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\end{array}
\]

\{ to look, is skipping for joy, is becoming a skeleton, to buy, various skeletons, various appearances, to reach the top, is looking, appearance, summit, happiness, skeleton \}

C2 (practical). Fill in the missing forms.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\text{ seçenek } & \_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\\
\end{array}
\]

(\text{the/a}) purchase

is buying

\[n \rightarrow a \rightarrow c \rightarrow l \rightarrow o\]
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C3 (theoretical). Explain the reasoning behind your solutions to C1 and C2.